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improvements

By Dana W. Todd

Privacy 
for all

“There are wonderful products 
available to consumers, which can 

sometimes create confusion.
It’s nice to have a company like 
Carolina Shutter & Blinds that 
offer a broad range of products; 

it lets me help my client maneuver 
through all of the choices.”
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IT SoundS ClIChé To hear The 
words so many companies use in their marketing 
materials: “We’re number one in customer service.” 
 It’s not a cliché, however, to say Carolina 
Shutter & Blinds of Charlotte has impeccable 
customer service, as many of its clients affirm. 
ricky Brake, the company’s owner, spent 
26 years with uSa Today, training others in 
customer service and relationship building. 
It’s this experience he brings to Charlotte 
homeowners who need custom shutters or 
blinds. It’s this level of expertise and care that 
can make or break an interior design project.
 Mary Beerbower moved into a Charlotte area 
home with her family five years ago and became 
frustrated with the oversized bay window in her 
kitchen, which left her with no privacy. She asked Carolina Shutter 
& Blinds of Charlotte for a solution. “The window was a dark abyss 
at night,” Beerbower says. “We needed privacy, but I also wanted to 
display my glass artwork to catch the sunlight.”
 Brake presented Beerbower with a range of ideas, providing photos 
of different styles that would retain enough light to enhance the artwork 
yet add the privacy the family needed. he steered her in the direction of 
custom café shutters, which he carefully measured and leveled with painter’s 
tape before installation so Beerbower would have an understanding of how 
the shutters would work with her artwork. 
 “There was space at the top of the window to display the artwork,” 
Beerbower says. “ricky listened to me and had great suggestions. The café 
shutters totally transformed our kitchen. My only regret is that I didn’t call 
him five years ago. The shutters are so easy to operate and easy to clean. 
I wash them down in minutes, and I am thrilled with that.”
 Interior designer Joycelyn armstrong chose Carolina Shutter & 
Blinds of Charlotte for one of her lake norman clients who had a 

gigantic window that needed covering for 
privacy’s sake.
 “For my clients, form follows function,” armstrong 
says. “ricky knows everything out there in the 
market, which allows me to show my clients 
what’s available to solve their issues. There are 
wonderful products available to consumers, which 
can sometimes create confusion. It’s nice to have a 
company like Carolina Shutter & Blinds that offer 
a broad range of products; it lets me help my client 
maneuver through all of the choices.”
 “For this particular lake norman client,” armstrong 
continues, “we were aiming for more of a shutter look, 
which we achieved with 2 ½-inch custom blinds.”
 Brake and his team designed blinds to cover the large 
window below the transom, fabricating a custom 

support for the extra wide expanse. Its unusual design fit within the 
window frame for a seamless appearance that allowed unencumbered 
natural light.
 Both of these homeowners advise others not to underestimate the value 
of good customer service when designing and installing a custom job.
 “We are a local company,” Brake says. “our shutters do not come 
off a boat or over a border. If you have a concern, the answer is entirely 
in the Carolinas. Plus, we are green. no packing materials are needed 
between production in Winston Salem and delivery and installation 
in Charlotte. We protect our products during shipment with reusable 
moving blankets – no cardboard, no Styrofoam.”v

Explore creative options with Carolina Shutter & Blinds of Charlotte 
and take advantage of exceptional customer service from a locally  
operated company. Whether it’s a production or custom job, the  
company has a portfolio of inspired solutions that will work for you. Visit  
www.CarolinaShutterandBlinds.com or call 980-285-7295.


